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Market-Investing vs Market-Timing 
 

 
 
Last week’s capital market was a roller-coaster ride. On Mar 14-15, the Hang Seng Tech Index fell over 
18% to near the bottom from Jan 2019. CSI300 dropped over 4.5% on single day, with over 3% private 
fund products approaching liquidation levels. The market was very pessimistic with no buyer in sight. 
The key event that changed the market momentum was the government meeting with a key declaration: 
“any policy with material impact to capital market must be coordinated beforehand with financial 
regulatory departments.” Immediately afterwards on Mar 16th, Hang Seng Tech index rallied 22%, and 
another 7% the next day. CSI300 also had 3 straight days of rallies. The similar scenario happened back 
in Oct 2018, when Vice-Premier LIU He also held important government working group meeting and 
gave the market a shot in the arm that turned the market momentum for the next few months. The 
market retested the lows in first week of 2019 before embarking on the rally that lasted well into 2021.  
 
We now hear questions now like: have we reached the bottom now? Will the market volatility continue? 
Will we see another liquidation? Actually, these are not the most important questions. The most 
important questions are about the change in expectation and the recovery of confidence. The 
entire financial market and monetary system is built on foundation of confidence. Aside from 
policy and macro fundamentals, there are other factors that impact confidence and future expectations. 
One key factor is the ultra-long cycles in the global political order. The US political scientist George 
Modelski advanced the long-cycle theory in world politics. He reviewed the last 500 years and identified 
5 century-long cycles. Each cycle had its own hegemony country: Portugal in 16th century, Holland in 
17th century, England in 18th and 19th century, and US in the 20th century.  
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Source: Economist, Long Cycles in World Politics, Rosefinch. Top is political cycle, bottom is economic 
cycle.  
 
There’s wide consensus on impact of government policy to capital market. But very little research on 
political cycle has been incorporated into investment decision process. The political cycle is simply too 
long where even a life-time may not be sufficient to feel its change. According to Modelski, we’re 
currently in the tail end of a political long cycle. Each change in the cycles or replacement of hegemony 
will see volatility in the world order, and often see major wars. Sometimes, this is also accompanied by 
pandemics like the case of Spanish Flu during the World War I.  
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Once the long cycle starts to change, it may be slow like turning around an oil tanker but its 
effects can be massive – people’s fates will be rewritten, and things will not return to what they 
were. The Russia-Ukraine conflict, global volatility, US stagflation risks… these caused people’s fear for 
high oil prices and capital market crashes. At the same time, opportunities are born out of the depth of 
despair.  
 
During every change of political cycle, there will be two notable opportunities in the capital markets. 
First, during the chaos of war, there’s the opportunity for over-sold assets to recover their value; second, 
as the cycles change, the new growth engine will become giants of their time. In the last few weeks the 
first opportunity was clearly demonstrated. The indiscriminate selling by investors will end, value will 
return, and the speed of recovery may be faster than most investors’ expectations. The second 
opportunity will take longer to materialize. No matter how great the technology or how excellent the 
company, it will take time to grow and mature.  
 
In the last century, oil dominated the global market and the fear of “oil crisis” was never far from our 
minds. As we enter into the Carbon-neutral age, this fear may be soon over. Solar energy is so abundant 
that if we cover the Sahara Desert with solar panels, it will generate enough electricity for the whole 
world. In the next few decades, achieving Carbon-neutrality is a near-certainty. It may become the 
growth engine for the next long-cycle. Carbon-Peak and Carbon-Neutral will not only be the economic 
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growth engine, but also change the fundamental structure of the human energy infrastructure. And 
unlike the previous cycles, in this cycle, China will give birth to a group of world-leading companies. The 
Russia-Ukraine conflict acceleration the energy infrastructure’s transformation. In Jan-Feb period this 
year, China’s photovoltaic assembly exports increased 100% YoY, as EU called for reduction of Russian 
energy dependency by 2027 and accelerating its Green transformation. It’s possible that future regional 
conflicts will benefit not only the military powerhouses, oil-rich nations, but also the new energy 
countries.  
 
Those that change world’s trend tend to be developing quietly on the side, until it sparks the new 
evolution. Whether or not we can catch the spark will test our holistic view and our commercial 
sensitivity. After we catch the spark, whether or not we can stay and grow with it will test our courage 
and patience. This is not an easy game – even among those who can see the opportunity, few have truly 
embraced it. For anyone who wants to be a long-term survivor in the market, you must find your niche. 
To some outsiders, they may find it hard to understand why you need a niche: 
 

 What’s so hard about “cigar butt” investing, isn’t it just buying cheap stocks? (The niche here is the ability to 

do financial statement analysis and to calculate the true value of the company.)  

 

 What’s so hard about invest in the thematic stocks, isn’t it just buying all the hot companies? (The niche here 

is to be disciplined. The thematic stocks can very easily over-extend and create bubbles, and you must stay 

close to exit door when more people rush in.)  

 

 What’s so hard about buying growth companies, isn’t it just buy and hold companies supported by policy and 

wait for profits to roll in? (The niche here is to understand each company must withstand numerous pressure 

tests along its growth path, so you must have the intelligence and persistence to focus on the company’s core 

edge and withstand the heartaches along the way.) 

 
Every niche has its advantages but also its limitations. It’s hard to make big money with “Cigar Butt” 
investing, but it has higher degree of certainty; there’s bigger volatility with thematic investing, but it 
feels great to go with the trend; growth stocks have low success rate, but when it does, it’s a huge pay 
day. Before each investment, it’s important to know what niche we’re engaging. Before choosing 
an investment manager, it’s important to know both what niche the manager brings to the table 
and what niche you have.  
 
So back to our original comments at the start: it’s not important whether the market has reached the 
bottom. No one can precisely capture the lowest point in the market without being stressed and anxious 
as the market tests the bottoms. And it’s more important to have the right framework than to know 
precisely where we on in the long-cycle. If you can’t stand the roller-coaster ride of the market, then you 
can choose to do averaging investments to smoothen the cost base and get inner peace. Investment is a 
long-term game, it’s more important to be in the market than to pick the bottom. After all, it’s 
better to be roughly correct than precisely wrong. 
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Disclaimer  
The information and data provided in this document is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation 
for the purchase or sale of any financial products or services. This document is not intended for distribution to, or usage by, any person 
or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or usage are prohibited by local laws/regulations. The contents of this 
document are based upon sources of information believed to be reliable at the time of publication. Except to the extent required by 
applicable laws and regulations, there is no express or implied guarantee, warranty or representation to the accuracy or completeness 
of its contents. Investment returns are not guaranteed as all investments carry some risk. The value of an investment may rise or fall 
with changes in the market. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. This statement relates to any claims made 
regarding past performance of any Rosefinch (or its associated companies’) products. All rights are reserved by Rosefinch Fund 
Management Co. Ltd and its affiliates. 


